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Savage worlds character creation guide

The core rules of Savage World describe the following steps for creating a character: Race. Characteristics (attributes and skills) and derived statistics. Edges and Obstacles. Gear. Learn more about the background. However, in many cases, when you reach step 3, the player notices that it does not meet the desired
edge requirements and repositions the attributes and skills back to step 2. Similarly, if you decide to use some of the points from the failure to increase attributes, you must recalculate them back because one or more skill points can be freed. Of course, certain disabilities (such as young and elderly) can change the
number of points available. As a result, some experienced savages prefer to choose edges and disturbances before selecting characteristics. This means that when you assign attributes and skills, you can immediately assign the points you need to meet edge requirements and properly distribute what's left. They don't
have to go back and forth while creating a character. My approach is that I create many different characters for the world of Savage, and the approach I personally think is most effective for me is: Concept. Race. Obstacle. Edge. Features. Gear. Derived statistics. Learn more about the background. The first thing I do is
to think about the concept of a character. I refine and refine the concept as I go through the rest of the character creation process, but I'll at least have a rough idea before I start writing anything. Next comes the race, including the burning distractings I should know before I choose one of my own as many races. Then I
choose one major and two minor obstacles that I feel fit my character's concept. And as the edge comes and Savage World characters are mainly defined by their edges, I always like to start playing with one or two. Now I'm moving on to the quality. I assign free attributes and skills granted by my race, assign the
necessary characteristics to meet edge requirements, calculate the number of points left (considering distracting) and distribute the remaining points appropriately. Then I choose my gear and I calculate my derived statistics. I persisted the derived statistics because they could be affected by race, distracting, edge,
temperament, gear, and I don't have to keep going back to them. Finally I'll finalize my background, but this is really a summary of the concepts I've refined throughout the character creation process. This came out in a discussion a few weeks ago and I thought I'd beat it. What do you think? Corrections, alternative
suggestions, or different experiences are more than welcome. So, you're getting ready for your first Savage World game. Let's see if we can get you through the characterHandle quickly and avoid a couple of pitfalls along the way. This little guide is intentionally written in terms of the smallest maximum point of view and
puts some emphasis on combat ability - I think it's useful even if your approach is not particularly minimal maximum. 1. Concepts. At the very least, I come up with a basic and vague idea of who the character is and what he or she is doing. I know players who like to browse all kinds of options offered by the game
system, look for eye-eye-viewing things, and build characters around them. I think doing this in detail will significantly slow things down in the world of Savage, but I'm not going to stop you - browse the rule book easily if you want, but come back here and still proceed with making basic concepts. I assume that there is
already an understanding among the entire group about what kind of game this will be and what character prototype is possible. For example, a classic dungeon crawl adventure game might mean that the concept of Dragon Rider is not appropriate, or a game about the Vietnam War might eliminate the possibility of
occult power. 2. Lace. This is easy. You probably already know what you want. Understand what bonuses and obstacles you bring. 3. Characteristics. So each quality is evaluated as a die. Think of the baseline d6 of the starting character. Unless your race gives you a bonus here, raising one thing means lowering
another. If you need d12 in something, you need to drop a lot of others into d4. For your first character, I recommend that you do not raise any characteristics on top of d10. Even d10 should only be used when your character wants to focus very clearly on its one characteristic. You can raise them through play later, and
by the time you create your second character, you'll have a good grasp that you don't need my advice. High properties are not bad (as is often said to grow away from the character's room), but they are expensive and can suppress you a lot in other areas. Such limitations are a fun part of the game itself, but if you're
new to the game, it's a good place to start with a more balanced character so its exact effects can be amazing and frustrating. There are no actual dump statistics. Perhaps the most classic beginner mistake is to drop the spirit to a minimum due to its high strength and other combat-oriented. A low spirit, especially from a
combat point of view, means that it is difficult to remove some very restrictive combat effects (shakes) that can be frustrating if the character becomes the thickness of the battle. Low smartness or agility make you more likely to be affected by combat maneuvers (tricks) as you are initially shaken. The lower the vitality, the
more vulnerable you will be to the damage. Strength mainly determines your ability to hurt enemies in hand-and-hand combat. Vitality is mainly your decision.Resisting damage. Spirit determines the ability not to be shaken - and of course many magic and special effects. Smartness and agility primarily control how easy it
is to advance skills. To be clear: Do not draw characteristics directly on your skill roll. Roll only the value of the skill itself. But if your agility is d8, it means it's relatively easy to raise your lock picking skills up to d8, but it's harder to get beyond that point. There are only two skills that are connected to spirit and strength.
Everything else is divided between smart and agility, so determining your starting smart and agility can depend on your skill plan. You may not think your character is smart or agile in any situation, but your general RPG experience may have taught you that it's a good idea to integrate your strengths and increase the
characteristics associated with many skills. This is not always held in the world of savage. Simple rule of thumb: Don't raise the characteristics for one skill. Let's take a quick look at the skill list (it can also be printed on page 32 of the revised version, page 38 of Explorer, and character sheet). You're planning to be good
at shooting, but don't worry too much about anything particularly good at fighting, stealth and other agility skills. Feel free to leave your agility low and you won't lose. You want to be good at healing, but don't worry about high notifications, surveys or streetwise? The skills you want to have at the basic level don't affect
this - in general, it's beneficial to leave these characteristics not lower than the second best skill you want below. But if you need a character who is very good at both stealth and rock picking, it's worth the right character. (And of course, if your vision of the character requires a high or low level with certain characteristics,



it truncates this minimum maximum.) At the end of character generation, there is an opportunity to raise one or two characteristics on top of this. At the end of the second game session, let's have a chance to raise one Trait (using XP). After you do it, it generally takes a while before you raise it again. 4. Skills. There are a
few skills that are easy for everyone to miss at least consider. It's good not to take them, but make sure you consciously choose so: Note: If you don't take notice at all, your character will be absent-minded and undering. Guts: This is an optional skill used in the game with some emphasis on horror. If used in the game
you play (ask GM), not taking it means that your character will be very easily surprised by zombies, slimy worms, bloody crime scenes, or anything that is going for horrible, disgusting, or unsettling. Fight: Not only does it hurt others, it's alsoAvoid scratching. If you don't take the level at all in battle, it will be very easy for
everyone to hit your character. Persuasion, survival, streetwise, shooting, stealth, healing, surveying, driving: some other common skills you might not want to miss, depending on your character's settings and your ideas. It's perfectly normal not to take them, but suppose your character Ryngarra of frozen waste knows
how to find food and shelter in frozen waste and doesn't want to find out that there was that skill. Finally, don't forget to consider knowledge skills for characters who travel well or are familiar with specific pursuits. The game is set to adventure later, so it's a little easier to advance your existing skills than to get a new one.
This supports a healthy Jack of All Trade approach. The starting character of this game is considered to be competent, but not all powerful. In the first creation, it's a good idea to keep in mind a small cluster of what they're really good at, but don't dilute that cluster. Remotely copy all interesting skills to the character sheet
(if they are not all pre-printed). Mark a small dot next to all skills that are interested in taking at low to medium levels (d4 or d6) and mark a large dot next to what you want higher (d8+). Aim for approximately 6-9 small skills and 1-3 big skills (but ignore this if it undermines your vision). Now you might try to make your point
work between them and maybe drop some little ones or crush the big ones if it gets hard. Don't worry if you don't have enough points for everything you want - just assume that this is your character's youth phase or something and they will grow to themselves after a couple levels of progress. 5. Obstacles. You want to
get in the way. Not only do they give you points for something more cool first, but it's practically free. Maybe the character you've pictured has at least a few character flaws in your imagination. If you're going to play a character as honorable, obstinate, or naive anyway, why not make it official and get some benefits for it?
Take a look at the short list (revised page 33, Explorer page 39) to see if something looks interesting. They make the characters more colorful and some of them allow you to create parts of the world directly. For example, a corrupt sheriff McEee might say that you are your big enemy - and you just created the sheriff as
an important element of the setting. Usually you can take one major and two minor obstacles and use them to add to your characteristics and skills or buy edges (next step). In play, when you disturb you in the way you get, you're supposed to get BennyI'm in trouble, but I know from the forum that many GM forgets that
rule. If yours doesn't (perhaps with occasional reminders), this might be a good reason to take two majors and one minor or more of them. They won't give you more points for the ability to start, but they'll bring you Benny. 6. Edges. This is the most wonderful part of the system, but it's also the most annoying when you
create a character for the first time. The edges are cool and you want them. In general, humans start at one edge and have no other types (types of settings with non-human characters). It's a good idea to take at least one edge and buy it out of the way. If you take more, it's all better. The list of books is a bit long, so it
can be difficult to select a starting edge. Let's take a look at the overview. But before you do that, make sure you ever have an idea of what your character looks like. Just jump into the list of edges without knowing this is the only biggest time Swisster in this game. You'll see all the million (okay, dozen) edges you go oh,
it's cool, I can use it and you don't know which one to choose. They're all cool. All you need to do is focus on what suits your concept. Section-by-section; page numbers are revised 1st edition and 2nd edition of Explorer: Background Edge (pg. 22/20): This section is a little special because there is no comprehensive
theme. Skip now (to avoid distractions), go over others and finally come back to this one and check if something in it works for your character. Pay attention to the Arcane background here in particular - if you want Powers (magic, crazy science, superpowers), you need to take that edge. Combat Edge (pg.24/23): These
allow you to strike faster or harder, shoot straight or hold firmly in your life and wisdom. A variety of things. If your character is a fighter or just a survivor type, go through them and choose the one that suits your theme. Leadership Edge (pg. 26/26): Obviously, if you don't think of your character as a leader type, skip these.
It is not particularly useful as a leader of a player character. They are targeted at NPCs and are primarily intended for combat applications. Power Edge (pg. 27/27): If there is anything in the character, these will improve aspects of your power (remember, they are all types of super-natural forces). The basic starter pack
you get in arcane background is generally enough for a typical new character, but hey, they don't call these edges for anything - if you want to stand out from a typical new powered character, check out what your basic pack is (ask revised 81, or GM) and look at these. Professional Edge (pg. 27/28): The list is long, but in
any case, these are worth skimming. They generally put a very nice, sharp finish on a certain set of skills that might define the characterFor example, not only can anyone take survival and tracking, but taking Woodsman's edge defines the character as a person who develops around its image and identity being a self-
reliant outdoor type. Professional Edge is also the most likely place where GM invented a new one that fit your game. They also usually have high requirements, so if you really like one of them, you may need to go back and fix some of your skills and characteristics - or just define it as a character's ambition and work to
pick it up after some level. Social Edge (pg. 30/31): The name says everything. Note: A strong will is in this section(especially if you imagined a strong will, but not necessarily a social character). Bizarre Edge (pg.30/33): Another simple section with an almost comprehensive theme - skimming it. Wildcard Edge (pg.
31/34): Improves spellcasting in battles and battles. Don't forget to skip the legendary edges (you can't take them now) and check back to the background ones. 7. Power. If you didn't take an esote sooth background, you don't have the power, and you're done. Power is magic spells, spiritual abilities, crazy scientific
effects, all things. Most of them are written in a very common way in the book, so it's a good idea to customize them to suit your character. Instead of looking into the explanations, it's a good idea to come up with ideas of the power you want and see how to express them in what's being offered. If your power hurts people,
they're probably variations of bolts and bursts. If they get confused, shocked, scared, or aggressively incapacitated people, look at fear and stun. If they defend or protect, they are probably variations of armor, deflection or environmental protection. If they improve or decrease skills or characteristics, boost/low
characteristics.based on them in the detection/hiding arcana if they are trying to detect the presence or direction of something. If you want to affect the movement, pattern them with speed, entangle or barrow. If it affects the environment, set it based on things like light, obscure, elemental manipulation, or entangle again.
Some unrelated and more specific types of beginner level power are beast friends, healing, and shape changes. Come up with some taste ideas - what your spells look and feel - what the rules call trapping. Since it has been removed from the basic rules in the new deluxe version, you can probably delete the line about
guts. Mitch you can probably remove the line about Guts because it has been removed from the basic rules in the new deluxe version. Mitch or many people still use SWEX and many configuration rules will undo it, so keep it. Thank you for the comment, guys. To be clear, I wasn't going to publish this except here on the
forum, so the material is the first post as well as the entire thread. If I was running at GM, I've had an idea.If you're a beginner, you may copy and paste the first post, remove the Guts reference because it's not used in this game, add something from a later post, and print it all. But the amount of response so far suggests
that this may not be as useful as I imagined. And to add some more useful advice, go along with what looks cool to you. It's hard to make a bad character. I'm good at something. Don't try to do anything well. I spent an hour optimizing his character for one shot to the player. If you have SW: Use Deluxe, Prototype and
continue rolling. My main advice is to talk to your GM about the skills he thinks are important to the campaign. If you're going to play in the game in many battles, you'll need a fight or your character will die soon. If you're playing in a game that doesn't focus on combat, you can run away without it. Re: Spirit, I see what
you're saying, but many players are very happy to spend Benny shaking up when it's really important and when it's unshakeable. A lot of it depends on how generous your GM is to Benny. You may want to describe the rank requirements for an edge. Note that if someone sees an edge over Seasoned that really fit their
concept, they can't take it during the charge. However, you should pay attention to the conditions, so you probably want to take this edge immediately, so they should focus on meeting the precursor (if possible) during charging. Second, the idea of discussing a skill list with GM. Typically, most settings do not require three
driving, boating, and piloting. It is assumed that everyone in the modern environment can generally drive a car, and driving comes into play only if there is a lot of vehicle action and chase. Similarly, most characters in fantasy settings can paddle rafts and small boats across the river, and boats are not required. You don't
want to waste points on skills that are usually used only once in a great time. If you don't assume that GM will use your skills in at least all other sessions, there's probably a better way to spend your points. And to add some more useful advice, go along with what looks cool to you. It's hard to make a bad character. I'm
good at something. Don't try to do anything well. I spent an hour optimizing his character for one shot to the player. How do you spend an hour making savage world characters? How do you spend an hour making savage world characters? I can, but he wanted the character to be perfect. D&amp;D 3/3.5 Power
GamersSW will do. To be fair, he does this in every game and he is good at the smallest max. Last edit: July 25, 2011 Edge rank requirements can be discussed. Note that if someone sees an edge over Seasoned that really fit their concept, they can't take it during the charge. However, you should pay attention to the
conditions, so you probably want to take this edge immediately, so they should focus on meeting the precursor (if possible) during charging. Deluxe has a configuration rule that ignores the level pre-requirements when creating a character. It may not be the best for a first-time player. Another good thing is the list of edges
that contain the settings that you can use when you create a character. Exclude things that look cool but can't be taken yet. Not yet.
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